1. **The meeting was called to order** in the Hal Bernsen Community Room at 7:00p.m. by Nadel co-chair

   In attendance: Allison, Berman, Csanyi, DeGaetano, Kaufman, Nadel, Nelson,
   Excused Absences: Aysola, Dager, Ross.

2. **The minutes** of the Meeting were approved as presented.

3. **Stakeholder Comments/Announcements**
   There were no stakeholder and public comments.


5. **Election of stakeholders …** Following stakeholders expressed desire to continue serving on this committee
   ---Berman and De Gaetano in person...Dager in writing....All elected with unanimous vote.

6. **Election of secretary** - Ross notified chair that she would serve as secretary....elected so w/ unanimous vote.

7. **Revue of projects** –
   a.....---Spring clean up----on April 27th CNC will hold a trails clean up in cooperation with the LDS church –
   Helping Hands group. expecting 150-200 volunteers. CNC lead Dorothy Alison.
   b.....---Cupcakes / cake for DOTH....Purchased cupcakes/cake for the Chatsworth 125th Birthday celebration
   part of DOTH were a great success.

8. **Old and other business** – CNC funding challenges discussed.

9. **Adjournment at 7.25 PM**